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Abstract

The meaning of a word in a context dependent lan�
guage is determined using the context in which it
is spoken� In this paper� we will describe how a
group of autonomous agents can develop a context
dependent language by using their sensor readings
to provide context� Results from a computer simu�
lation of the experiment are presented�

� Introduction

Words can have many meanings in a context dependent
language� For example� in the simple command �Look
at this�� the word �this� can have a variety of meanings�
The object that the speaker is referencing determines the
meaning of the word �this�� In order for the listener to
understand the meaning of the speaker�s sentence� the
listener must be in the same context as the speaker or
must be able to move into that context� If the speaker
said �Look at this� while pointing to an object hidden
from the listener by a desk� the listener needs to ask for
more information or needs to get up and move to where
he can see the object being referenced�
In the current work� a collection of simulated robotic

agents are being trained to develop a context dependent
language� The agents could learn a command such as
�Do�� where the meaning of �Do� is directly mapped
by the sensor readings to a set of appropriate actions to
take� For example� agents could do �eat� where there
is food� do �gather objects� where objects are present
and do �avoid� when predators that are detected� In
this case� �Do� would be mapped by the sensor readings
ffood present� object present� predator present� ���g to
the actions feat food� gather object� avoid predator� ���g�
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Another command could be �Move away�� where �Move
away� is mapped by the sensor readings flight� heat� ���g
to the actions fgo to dark� go to cold� ���g�
The advantage of a context dependent language is the

need for fewer signals to represent concepts� �In this pa�
per� signal is de�ned as a word in the context dependent
language� Action is de�ned as the meaning of a signal in
a given context�	 In a robotic system where the number
of possible communication signals is limited by the num�
ber of bits that can be sent over the radio boards� the
number of concepts that can be represented increases as
more sensor data is used as a disambiguating context�
The number of concepts that can be represented is given
by

signals � �
Pn

i��
sensori � valuesi	

where signals is the number of signals that the robots
can send� sensori is one of the sensors being used to
determne context� and valuesi is the number of values
that sensori can have�

� Simulation

The experiments performed in this paper are based
upon a language learning experiment described in

Yanco and Stein� ����� Two agents learn to commu�
nicate with each other in the presence of a trainer� A
signal given by the trainer� which we call the human sig�
nal� is heard by one of the agents who is acting as the
leader� The leader needs to learn the appropriate ac�
tion to perform and the appropriate signal to send to the
other robots� known as the followers� The followers need
to learn the appropriate action to perform according to
the leader�s signal� The instructor provides task based
reinforcement� all robots must perform the appropriate
action in order for the group to receive positive reinforce�
ment� The reinforcement learning algorithmwe are using
is Kaelbling�s Interval Estimation 
Kaelbling� ������
In the context dependent extension to the experiment�

the agents take into account a sensor�reading vector
when considering the meaning of a signal �either from
the trainer or the leader	� Once again� the agents need
to map signals �or words	 to actions �or meanings for the
words	� To motivate the agents to create multiple con�
text dependent mappings from signals to actions� the
language size is restricted� i�e� there are not enough
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Table �� Data from experiments with two possible signals from the human instructor to the leader and two possible
signals for the robots to use in their language� Each of the languages developed will be optimal� i�e� the fewest
signals are used to encode the maximum amount of data� Each experiment was run ��� times on a troupe size of
two agents�
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Table �� Comparison between learning times for basic language learning �where each signal maps to one action as
described in 
Yanco and Stein� ����	 and learning times for context dependent language learning� Each experiment
was run ��� times using two agents�

signals for the robots to create a one�to�one mapping
between signals and actions� We have also performed
experiments where the language size is larger than nec�
essary� this is discussed below in the results section�
In these experiments� it is assumed that the agents

are communicating in a mutually common context� The
problem of learning how to move into context is currently
being examined and is discussed in the future work sec�
tion�

� Results

We have performed various experiments using the sim�
ulation described above� In Table �� learning times are
given for the case where the agents have two signals that
are mapped using an increasing number of sensor values�
In this experiment� the agents are learning the optimal
language� which we de�ne to use the fewest number of
words to encode the number of actions�
A comparison between learning times for a basic lan�

guage experiment 
Yanco and Stein� ���� and for the
context dependent language experiment is given in Ta�
ble �� Note that learning times for the context depen�
dent language are signi�cantly shorter than for the basic
language �where each signal maps to one meaning	�
When the agents have a number of signals for their

language that is greater than the optimal size� it actually
takes less time to converge than the optimal language
size� An experiment was performed where the agents
were given four signals to represent a language that only
required two signals �with two sensor values� mapping
to four actions	� It took an average of ������ trials vs�
the average of ����� for the case where the robots were

given two signals and two sensor values for four actions�
This occurs since the larger language size allows for the
agents to randomly select signals with fewer collisions
�de�ned as a selection made that can not exist with a
selection previously made	 than in the case where each
signal needs to be mapped as many times at it can be as
determined by the number of sensor values� When given
four signals to create their language� the agents created a
two signal language �� times� a three signal language ��
times and a four signal language �� times over ��� runs�
In order for the robots to create an optimal language in
the presence of additional signals� we would need to place
a learning restriction that favors smaller languages�

When the sensor data is irrelevant� the robots will still
converge upon the solution� However� it takes longer
than the case where no sensor data is given� a two
robot� two signal� two action experiment described in

Yanco and Stein� ���� has an average convergence time
of ������ In an experiment with two agents� two signals�
two actions and two sensor values� the average conver�
gence time is ������ Even though the sensor data is
irrelevant� the robots must learn the proper action for
each �signal� sensor	 pair� i�e� it must �ll in the table
for the reinforcement learning algorithm�

Another experiment that we have tested is the case
where there are four sensor values representing two bits
of sensor data� If only one bit is signi�cant� the con�
vergence time is still based upon the fact that there are
four sensor values� �For two signals� four sensor values
and four actions� the average convergence time is �������
Once again� we see that the agents are not able to ignore
unnessary input�



� Future Work

We have seen that the agents lack the ability to detect
irrelevant attributes and are thus not able to ignore irrel�
evant information� In order for the learning to be more
e�cient� the agents will need to detect irrelevant sensor
values and ignore them� We are currently looking into
alternate learning algorithms that could help to provide
a test for relevance�
Currently� the use of sensor values in the determi�

nation of meaning is built in� This has been done by
incorporating the sensor values into the reinforcement
learning table of inputs � outputs� The sensor values
are paired with the signals and used as the input� Later
experiments will test the abilities of the robots to learn
this capability�
The experiments have only been performed in simula�

tion� The next step is moving them to the robots� The
robot hardware is described in 
Yanco and Stein� �����
Context is provided by actual sensor readings on the
robots rather than from a simulated sensor vector� Dif�
ferent areas in the world have various characteristics that
the robots are able to detect with their sensors� The
robots have sensors that detect light levels� the pres�
ence of objects� heat levels and infrared signals� Due
to the noise inherent in sensor readings� it is expected
that learning times will be slightly larger on the actual
robots�
Additionally� when the robots are in the world� the as�

sumption that the communicating robots are in the same
context will not be valid� The listener robot will need
to �gure out what context the speaker robot is in� The
robots could solve the context problem by broadcasting
context at the start of a message or by moving into the
same context�

� Conclusions

The work described in this paper is still in progress� We
have seen that the development of a context dependent
language requires a shorter learning time than the de�
velopment of a basic language where each signal maps
to one action� We have also described the need for the
ability to ignore irrelevant sensor data to improve the
learning times�
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